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OVERVIEW 
 

In 2007, the Assembly of First Nations (AFN), 
in partnership with the First Nations Child and 
Family Caring Society (Caring Society), 
launched a case at the Canadian Human Rights 
Tribunal (CHRT) alleging that Canada 
discriminates against First Nations children by 
underfunding First Nations Child and Family 
Services on-reserve and called for the full 
implementation of Jordan’s Principle. On 
January 26, 2016, the CHRT ruled that 
Canada’s failure to ensure First Nations 
children can access government services on 
the same terms as other children via a 
mechanism known as Jordan’s Principle was 
discriminatory and contrary to the law.  
 
The CHRT has issued four compliance rulings 
and the April 2016 ruling required Canada to 
immediately take measures to address a 
number of its findings and provided a clear 
definition of Jordan’s Principle to apply to all 
First Nations children and all jurisdictional 
disputes. As a result of these orders, Jordan’s 
Principle is now a legal principle. Jordan’s 
Principle requires Canada to provide services 
to all First Nations children regardless of 
where they live, within 12 to 48 hours, 
ensuring there are no gaps in services for First 
Nations children, and for the removal of 
jurisdictional disputes.  When a government 
service is not necessarily available to all other 
children the government must still evaluate 
the needs of the child to ensure substantive 
equality. 

As per Resolution 83/2016, National Advisory 
Committee on INAC’s Child Welfare Reform 
Engagement Strategy, the National Advisory 
Committee on Child and Family Services 
Program Reform (NAC) was re-established to 
provide recommendations for medium- and 
long-term relief related to the Tribunal 
decisions, general advice on program reform, 
and implementation of Jordan’s Principle. In 
order to organize their work, the NAC created 
Action Tables for each area of focus, including 
a Jordan’s Principle Action Table. 
 
The Jordan’s Principle Action Table is oriented 
towards developing policy options for the 
extension of federal program authorities, 
support for service delivery models, and 
funding to fully implement Jordan’s Principle. 
This work is being done with representatives 
of the Government of Canada, First Nations 
across Canada, and the AFN. 
 
In July 2016, the Government of Canada 
announced $382M in new funding to 
implement Jordan’s Principle and created an 
interim three year approach called the Child 
First Initiative (CFI). The CFI is in place until 
2019, and Canada made a commitment for a 
national engagement process to determine a 
sustainable long-term approach to Jordan’s 
Principle. The Jordan’s Principle Action Table 
is informing this work.
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• Since June 2017, the Jordan’s Principle 
Action Table has been supporting the co-
development of long-term policy options for 
Jordan’s Principle, which informed a 
Memorandum to Cabinet in the fall of 2018.  

• The Jordan’s Principle Action Table 
proposed a phased approach to the 
implementation of the full definition of 
Jordan’s Principle recognizing that First 
Nations have not had sufficient time to 
determine how they want to implement the 
Principle. The Action Table has therefore, 
called for the need for a First Nations-led 
dialogue. This will support dialogue, 
visioning, needs assessment and planning 
for what is still unknown in terms of service 
needs, how First Nations want to organize 
to deliver services, or how they want to 
implement Jordan’s Principle for 
themselves.  

• The long-term policy options developed at 
the Action Table also call for greater First 
Nations control of services for First Nations 
children and families in addition to 
enhanced and ongoing funding for child-
centered, needs-based and First Nation-
based programs and services. The Action 
Table has emphasized that First Nations 

should not be limited by current program 
authorities and eligibility, and a more 
holistic policy authority would be a means 
to facilitate a single transfer of funding to 
First Nations to plan for and realize their 
vision for children and families. 

• In July 2018, Chiefs-in-Assembly passed 
Resolution 27/2018, Support for the long-
term implementation of Jordan’s Principle, 
and the work of the Jordan’s Principle 
Action Table. 

• Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) has 
expanded eligibility under Jordan’s 
Principle. Non-status children ordinarily 
residing on-reserve are being considered 
eligible for coverage under Jordan’s 
Principle. Additionally, discussions are 
currently being held before the Tribunal on 
eligibility for Jordan’s Principle for non-
status First Nations children that reside off-
reserve. 

• The AFN hosted a two-day Jordan’s Principle 
Summit on September 12 and 13, 2018, in 
Winnipeg, MB, to share best practices and 
innovative approaches to implement 
Jordan’s Principle and discuss the long-term 
approach to Jordan’s Principle as defined by 
First Nations. 

 

NEXT STEPS 
 

• Pending approval of the 2018 
Memorandum to Cabinet for Jordan’s 
Principle, the Action Table hopes to inform 
the Treasury Board submission on funding 
allocation and implementation. 

• Given that the current authority and 
funding, under the interim approach, 
expires on March 31, 2019, the AFN will 
continue to advocate for reinvestment and 
implementation of Jordan’s Principle 

moving forward, in addition to the need for 
investments in capital costs. 
 


